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Introduction 
For this Writers Lab assignment, I will be comparing two 
Marvel characters, Spider man and Iron man in a few groups. 
Appearance,Personalities, actions/motives, 
and superpowers.  
Appearance 

Spider-Man's suit is red with a black 
spider and black webs on it.It also has a bit 
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of blue on it.Iron man is red and gold with a mask and a chest 
thing that is attached to his body. Their appearance is similar 
because they both have a lot of red on their outfits. 
They also have something on their chest. When 
spider man is Peter Parker, he has brown hair, 
while Tony Stark, a.k.a. Iron man, has black hair. 
 

Personalities 
Peter Parker/Spiderman doesn’t tell people he is 
spiderman unless they can be trusted with the information, like 
in Far From Home, he tells M.J. that he is spiderman 
because he has a crush on her. He also tells his best friend, 
Ned. Iron man/Tony Stark, on the other hand, tells the whole 
world that he is Iron Man, and makes it pretty obvious. He 
wears the chest thingy for everyone to see in public. Iron man 
has a lot of money, while spiderman is middle- class. Spider 
man and Iron man both are social people, even though Peter 
hides that he is spider man. 

Actions/motives 
Spider man fights villains because he was bitten by a 
radioactive spider and his uncle Ben was 
murdered. Iron man fights villains because he 
has the chest thingy and that gives him the 
ability to fight villains.They both are also in 



the Avengers, but Spider man does not join until Captain 
America: Civil War. (I think) Iron man is in the Avengers 
for a while before he dies. 
 

Superpowers 
Iron man invented his suit and gadgets. 
Spider man also invents his web 
mixture and Iron man makes one of 
Spider man’s suits, Iron Spider. Spider 
man can do pretty much anything a 
spider can do.Iron man has the power 
to do a lot of futuristic stuff like something a robot would do. 
They are both very smart people, so they can do stuff like 
invent, find certain strategies to defeat villains, and many 
other things. 
 

Conclusion 
Spiderman and Iron Man are great characters, but are 
similar and different in many ways. 
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